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ABSTRACT
We present an immersive Virtural Reality (VR) experience devel-
oped through a unique combination of technologies including an
actuated hardware rig; a physics model with a responsive control
routine; and an interactive 3D gamelike experience. Speci�cally, this
paper introduces a physics-based communication framework that
allows force-driven interaction to be conveyed to a user through
a physics-based proxy. Because the framework is generic and ex-
tendable, the application supports a variety of interaction modes,
constrained by the limitations of the physical full-body haptic rig.
To showcase the technology, we highlight the experience of riding
locomoting robots and vehicles placed in an immersive VR setting.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Physical simulation; Virtual re-
ality; • Hardware → Haptic devices; Emerging interfaces;
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose a force-based interaction technique that
acts as a communication form to allows individuals to “feel” the
in�uence of entities in an immersive virtual environment. Our
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primary application is entertainment with a 3D gamelike VR expe-
rience being the goal. To this end, custom hardware (Simcraft [Sim-
Craft 2017], Figure 1a) is employed as a generic rig to give haptic
feedback while holding the human user/player (safely) inside. This
real-world physical device is engaged through a simulated (game)
world with which the player interacts, Figure 1c. A physical proxy
modeling the cockpit/cabin inside of a virtual entity (Figure 1b), al-
lows force interaction with a physical simulation to create feedback
for the user. Along with a specialized control system, this physics-
based proxy responds to the virtual forces applied to it by producing
an appropriate disturbance and correction that express the force to
the human seated inside. Along with a stereovision headset (Ocu-
lus [Oculus 2017]) and stereo sound, we are able to provide an
immersive experience that is independent of the form/kinematics
of the hardware. We develop examples of riding biped, quadruped,
and wheeled vehicles using the same system.

At the core of the technique, a physical controller acts to re-
spond and orient the proxy in the presence of forces, torques, and
impulses. This controller abstracts away the dynamics of the VR
entity (e.g. rover vehicle) and reduces the active components to
basic orientation control. Translation is handled like many other
VR experiences via visual cues. With our technique, we can then
apply any number of forces and torques directly to the proxy, for
example to simulate impact from a hit of enemy �re.

Employing this system, we create the e�ect of legged locomo-
tion by producing appropriately timed and placed ground reaction
forces. Because the base controller can generically respond to forces,
a multi-leg locomotion (e.g. a trotting quadrepad) is synthesized
through an appropriate combination of ground reaction forces for
each step. To the extent that our hardware rig can move with the
desired acceleration and within the required range, it can express
the in�uence each leg through the haptic feedback to the player.

The novel contributions of this paper include: force-based in-
teraction between a user/player and virtual entities employing a
generic hardware rig; a general approach for force production and
response that supports legged-locomotion gaits such as walking
and bounding; and developed examples that show the bene�t of
haptic sensory feedback for increased immersion in a VR game. In
addition, a key to immersion is the consistent combination of visual
and movement cues, and our gamelike examples develop the appli-
cation domain through design aimed to showcase the force-driven
communication embedded in our core technology.
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Figure 1: Conceptual layout: a) User provides input while
housed in hardware full-body haptic rig. b) Physical proxy
for player’s avatar, translates input to movement. c) Proxy
interacts with MechVR game environment

2 RELATEDWORK
Creating the illusion of locomotion or self movement in VR is an
important and challenging task [Mohler et al. 2007a; Multon and
Olivier 2013; Steinicke et al. 2013]. And several interesting �ndings
reveal our perceptual di�erences between real and virtual locomo-
tion [Banton et al. 2005; Frenz et al. 2007; Janeh et al. 2017; Mohler
et al. 2007b; Riecke and Wiener 2007; Steinicke et al. 2010]. However,
the core of our technique is quite unique, as our goal is to create
a �exible virtual avatar that interacts generically with a (virtual)
physical world. In this regard, our work is more similar to that
of �ight and driving simulators which model a user’s experience
within a (vehicle) avatar through simulation and a combination
of haptic and visual feedback. Related research in the mixture of
cues that lead to the perception of motion is informative. For exam-
ple, [Riecke and Feuereissen 2012] suggest that minimal physical
(haptic) cues can heighten the e�ect of vection, or the illusion of
self motion primarily conveyed through the visual �eld. Further
they �nd that haptic turning cues can also be used to create the
visual illusion of wider turns. Overall, within VR research, our e�ort
in building a general response system with a physical proxy and
control system is unique to the best of our knowledge.

Largely, we draw inspiration for our physically based modeling
approach from the related animation techniques. We do not employ
full physical simulation with control because it is costly to compute
and controllers are not yet robust enough. However, there has been
a long history of using physical characteristics to drive animation
synthesis [Arikan et al. 2005; Bruderlin and Calvert 1989; Girard and
Maciejewski 1985; Popović and Witkin 1999; Sok et al. 2010; Tak and
Ko 2005; Yin et al. 2005], among others. Adding forces to a physical
proxy is akin to the use of mixed kinematic and dynamic systems,

such as [Ishigaki et al. 2009; Majkowska and Faloutsos 2007; Nguyen
et al. 2010; Shapiro et al. 2003; Yuting Ye 2008]. Notably, Ishigaki et
al [2009] layer a kinematic model over a dynamic one. This work
is similar to our own in that we propose a simple model and layer
an articulated kinematic model on top for graphical representation.
[Nguyen et al. 2012] describe an approach to create physically
plausible reactions of a rigid body to external forces. The control
approach of our framework has a similar whole-body system. Ours
work stands out in part by its use in VR as a haptic tool, i.e. general
physical interaction in a shared virtual environment. This also leads
to our novel approach for stepping which creates the illusion of
legged locomotion.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Our system layout is diagramed in Figure 2. Our physical rig is
customized third-party hardware that we use as a 3-degree of free-
dom (roll, pitch, yaw) motion simulator. This device is controlled
through stepper-motors that take their input from custom drivers.
Speci�cally, we designed low-latency drivers using the .NET frame-
work to directly transfer the proxy state to the mechanical rig. The
game mechanics updates the player avatar which is directed by the
players through joysticks mounted inside the rig. The user wears a
stereo headset (Oculus) [Oculus 2017] that o�ers added immersion
through look control and stereovision. With this custom hardware
set-up, we design a user experience that transports the player to a
virtual world, training and testing in a game experience. The game
software is written in Unity3D [Unity3D 2017] and takes advantage
of Unity’s physics, network and game development tools.

Figure 2: System layout

4 PHYSICAL PROXY
At the core of the proposed approach is a physical proxy that simu-
lates the dynamics of the vehicle cockpit (or cabin) that is to contain
the avatar pilot (or driver). We model the cockpit with a physical
proxy assumed to be a rigid body that receives in�uences from the
“external” (virtual) world and “internal” forces due to self-activation.
Along with simple in�uences, such as impulses (e.g. derived from
enemy �re) and forces due to gravity, we implement dedicated in-
puts to produce the desired e�ects of simulated behaviors. Namely,
for walking robots, a stepping controller produces time-varying
footstep forces for various gaits based on human and animal loco-
motion.
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Torque applied to proxy due to external force

To respond to the disturbances due to stepping and external
impacts, we introduce an orientation controller that rights the
proxy following an impact from a footstep (or otherwise). The
concept behind this choice is to allow the vehicle/robot to self-
correct and this controller replaces a body-attitude controller that
may be present in legged simulation control [Coros et al. 2011; Yin
et al. 2007]. In the case of a wheeled vehicle, we also add a passive
controller that acts as virtual shocks that comply in the presence
of impacts, such as those derived from rough terrain.

4.1 Orientation Controller
The orientation controller corrects body attitude following dis-
turbances. Speci�cally, the controller uses torque-based propor-
tional derivative (PD) servos along three axes of rotation. The PD
servo computes τorient based on a desired value, θ̄ , set by the game
AI/control. This is set to zero to represent an upright orientation or
may be set otherwise to mimick a sloped ground plane. Speci�cally,
the controller computes joint torques based on the tracking error
(θ̄ − θ ) and joint velocities ( Ûθ ) as

τorient = kθ (θ̄ − θ ) − dθ ( Ûθ ) (1)

which corrects for disturbances based on the gain value kθ and
damping dθ . Note, because we design our implementation to stay
close to upright, due to limitations of the physical rig, a 3-axis hinge
model is su�cient. If one were to design for more extreme rotations,
a ball-socket would be more advisable.

In-game disturbances create accelerations in the physical proxy
which lead to state changes for the proxy. This excites the orien-
tation controller while the angles are piped into the rig hardware,
resulting real-world/physical movement of the player. The control
system can be tuned to give a range of experiences based on the
size of the in�uences and gain values. We opted for a slightly under-
damped system after empirical testing. The qualitative result is that
as the orientation controller receives forces, it responds by yield-
ing immediately in the direction of the force. It damps subsequent
accelerations and, eventually, returns the proxy to the desired pose.

With the orientation controller in place, animation for locomo-
tion is reduced to force production for footsteps. Likewise, design
of other interactions can be built through the development of ap-
propriate forces and their application to the physical proxy.

4.2 Stepping Controller
One goal we set out to achieve in this work was to build the experi-
ence of piloting a walking robot and to this end realistic stepping

Figure 3: Quadraped gait examples for walking (a) and
bound (b) with diagrams for: timing of footfalls (top); force
pro�les (middle); and physical proxy’s pitch axis response
(bottom)

and legged locomotion are fundamental behaviors that immerse
the player in the virtual world. With our physical proxy as an inter-
face, locomotion production is built through the control of where
and when footsteps appear, along with physically realistic forces
applied with each step. Ground reaction forces (GRF) for a myriad
of animal gaits [Gri�n et al. 2004] provide a foundation for gaits
for our imaginary biped and quadruped robots.

Footstep Force Design. We design gaits based on their basic
characteristics, such as footfall patterns (Figure 3, top) and their
relative timing. To match the pro�le of GRF of natural animals, we
build force pro�les using sets of Gaussian curves and add parame-
ters to vary the mean and variance of the curve (Figure 3, middle).
We set these values based on estimated mass and size of the imag-
inary robot and matching (scaled) natural biped and quadraped
shape data. Likewise, we designed both the step placement and the
forward motion of the robot in the game through step length and
speed estimates of our avatar. While we attempted to build these
strictly through real-world comparisons, we intentionally designed
a stepping pro�le that felt “right” through iteration with user input.

Torques from step force

During gameplay, we compute a set of torques for each step by
crossing the GRF with the the torque arm computed from the foot
to the proxy center of mass. Applying the resulting torques to the
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proxy �nal leads to the orientation trajectories for locomotion (Fig-
ure 3, bottom). Note, the forward motion of the proxy through the
environment leads to relative movement with respect to �xed step
positions. Thus, as the step positions are approached and passed,
torque (for pitch, in this case) changes appropriately. While further
experimentation is needed, we found a convenient balance in the
design with the game (and subsequently the player) controlling
the speed of the character and the resulting translation leading to
length variation in the torque arm.

As the stepping torques in�uence the orientation controller in
the proxy, that control adds its own reaction torques via the PD
servos. The aggregate is what is experienced by the player every
time a stepping force is created in the virtual locomotion.

4.3 Wheeled Vehicle Suspension
For wheeled vehicles, we simulate suspension through additional
forces for each tire that act as an independent shock. For each wheel
assembly, we compute Fsho� using a Cartesian-based PD-servo as

Fsho� = ks (s̄ − s) − ds (Ûs) (2)

Shock suspension response force

where s̄ is the rest length of the shock, s is the current length, and
gains ks and ds are manually tuned constants. The e�ect of this
controller is to act as a springlike actuator for the wheel with the
spring pulling toward the rest length.

5 GAME DEMONSTRATIONS
To showcase the utility of our technique, we produced a number of
indepth examples. Three characters are used in testing, a biped and
quadruped robot and a wheeled rover. For each, we develop a rich
game, loosely surrounding a location. The game experience was
designed so that the player gradually eases into the world. We start
with basic navigation, target practice, �nally progressing through
more complex challenges. The gradual increase allows the player
to master nuanced control over the game itself. A sample of the
worlds we created appears in Figure 4.

The design process is aligned with a standard development
pipeline with the exception that the force-driven information has
one additional layer. Namely, interaction force is communicated di-
rectly from its source – e.g. a force driven by enemy �re as the result
of an opponent shot behavior – to a target, potentially the player
proxy. The force then impacts the proxy to unpack the physics-
driven response of the interaction. Locomotion acts similarly, repet-
itively disturbing the avatar’s cockpit with each step. Resulting
translation from the locomotion is conveyed through the visual
�eld, along with crafted graphics (and sounds) for the game (Figure
5, top). Detail such as the external forces for enemy �re is conveyed

through designed graphical representations to the player – for ex-
ample, an explosion. In this manner, the e�ect of forces is seen from
the player’s point of view just as one may see the interaction in a
generic VR setting or game. Note, for our game demonstrations, we
focused on the haptic experience more so than the visual �delity of
the player avatar, i.e. its walking motion, since the full-body avatar
is not readily visible from the player’s �rst person camera. Thus
the aim of the behavior synthesis is primarily haptic feedback.

We showcased the MechVR game at the SIGGRAPH VR Village
in 2016 [Hindlekar et al. 2016] and the system was stress-tested by
more than 400 participants in �ve days (Figure 5, bottom). Many
players completed the demo level in the required time. We received
a plethora of useful and critical feedback. While anecdotal, the
concensus was that the experience was indeed extremely immersive
and especially that our biped “really feels like walking” (a direct
quote from one user).

6 CONCLUSION
The various aspects, from technology to design, culminates in an
immersive VR experience that is unique and engaging. We antici-
pate that this line of research is uncovering new potential in motion
simulation that has a strong footing in entertainment, but may also
see bene�ts in serious testing and training.

Limitations to date include the limited degrees of freedom and
ranges of the hardware rig. Because the rig only has orientation
(and no translation), direct forces, e.g. hits aimed at the center of
the proxy cannot be communicated e�ectively (through haptics
alone) because their torque is negligible. Six degrees of freedom
would be necessary to be completely generic, but such systems are
cost prohibitive and raise (interesting) engineering challenges.

To extend this type of work to real world applications, beyond
entertainment, more rigorous testing and veri�cation is necessary.
For future work, we are preparing a series of perceptual experiments
that will expose the e�ect of the technology in more depth, and
further, we hope to continue development and follow-on work in
support of this burgeoning area of VR-based motion simulation.
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